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License 4.0 (CC BY-NC).Concurrent processes set E. coli cell division
Gabriele Micali1,2*, Jacopo Grilli3*, Matteo Osella4,5, Marco Cosentino Lagomarsino6,7,8†
A cell can divide only upon completion of chromosome segregation; otherwise, its daughters would lose ge-
netic material. However, we do not know whether the partitioning of chromosomes is the key event for the
decision to divide. We show how key trends in single-cell data reject the classic idea of replication-segregation
as the rate-limiting process for cell division. Instead, the data agree with a model where two concurrent pro-
cesses (setting replication initiation and interdivision time) set cell division on competing time scales. During
each cell cycle, division is set by the slowest process (an “AND” gate). The concept of transitions between cell
cycle stages as decisional processes integrating multiple inputs instead of cascading from orchestrated steps
can affect the way we think of the cell cycle in general. o
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 INTRODUCTION
Correct chromosome replication and segregation are necessary for cell
division to ensure that genetic material is propagated correctly (1, 2). In
bacteria such as Escherichia coli, a known pathway prevents cells from
dividing if the chromosomes interfere with the cytokinesis machin-
ery (3). However, whether completion of segregation is typically the
bottleneck process for the decision to divide has never been strin-
gently tested on single cells (4).
New dynamic single-cell data have revived the classic debate on the
determinants of cell division, but the recent literature is fragmented into
different and contrasting models (4). Most studies take the classic view
(5) that after a size-regulated “B period” from cell division to initiation
of replication, a fixed “C + D period,” comprising a “C period” to copy
the genome and a “D period,” needed to complete segregation and
running from termination to cell division (Fig. 1A), is rate limiting
for cell division (Fig. 1B), but these studies do not agree on the
underlying mechanisms (6, 7). A recent study by Harris and Theriot
(8) formulates the opposite hypothesis. The main assumption of this
alternative view is that the rate-limiting process for cell division is in-
stead the completion of the septum (Fig. 1B); consequently, chromo-
some segregation is never rate limiting for cell division.
More specifically, the authors provide evidence that surface synthesis
rate is proportional to volume; they propose a model where division is
set by a threshold surface to synthesize the septum (8). This model re-
capitulates the empirical size control strategy followed by these cells,
whereby the added size is nearly constant, regardless of initial size
(the so-called adder behavior) (8–10).With these contrasting results,
the question of which process drives cell division becomes pressing
(Fig. 1B).Our central finding is that both processes occur concurrently
to set cell division (Fig. 1, C and D).RESULTS
To support this point, we started our analysis from the available exper-
imental data. Single-cell growth in these data is well described by an
exponential, with some cell-to-cell variability in the growth rate
(9, 11). We have focused on two underrated correlation patterns mea-sured recently for the C + D period. Figure 2 (A and B) shows these
patterns. First, we find that the growth of the cell during the C + D pe-
riod, quantified by the log ratio of the division volume and the initiation
volume, is anticorrelatedwith cell size at initiation (Fig. 2A). This pattern
is very consistent across strains,measurementmethods, and conditions,
but is overlooked by current models, which assume that replication is
the bottleneck process (6, 7). Second,we find that the durationof theC+D
period is anticorrelatedwith the growth rate of individual cells, with a near-
inverse relationship (Fig. 2B), as reported byWallden and coworkers (6).
We note that, because of experimental limitations, the termination event
has not always been recorded and, inmost cases, only the cumulative
C + D period is available. However, available experimental data (12)
indicate that coupling of growth in the C + D period with initiation
size mainly comes from the D period.
These patterns are not compatible with the classic assumption of
replication driving division: There are no available justifications for these
correlations between timing and either growth rate or cell size. If repli-
cation is always the bottleneck process, then division should occur on
average at a fixed time after initiation of replication. Assuming that this
fixed time is not coupled to cell size or growth rate, both plots in Fig. 2
(A and B) would show no correlation (Fig. 2, C and D, orange lines).
Note that the plot in Fig. 2A is equivalent to testing the correlation of the
final volume with initiation volume or of the added volume during C +
D with initiation volume (13, 14). For example, if replication is always
the bottleneck process and division happens at a fixed average time after
initiation of replication, then we expect the final volume to bemaximal-
ly correlated to initiation volume, but this is not the case in the data.
In contrast, the C + D patterns emerge naturally from a model in
which the division event is set by two concurrent processes. In a concur-
rent processes framework, the C + D period is the juxtaposition of two
processes: the time by which the replication-related process is ready to
divide, defined as C + D′, and the time by which the cell interdivision
process (e.g., the septum) is completed. Themeasurable C+D is the time
for the cell to really divide and is set at the single-cell level by the slowest
between these two processes. Whenever division is set by the cell-related
interdivision process, the cells that initiate replication at a larger size will
grow less during the C + D period (because, in this case, the final size
ignores the initiation size), which gives the pattern of Fig. 2A. Equally,
each time the interdivision process is slowest, the D period will tend to
be shorter for cells growing faster than average due to the size-based
interdivision control. For example, if the interdivision process adds
an average constant size (8, 9), this target size will be reached faster
by single cells growing faster than average, which will decrease the du-
ration of their C + D period. This yields the pattern shown in Fig. 2B.1 of 7
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 To go beyond these qualitative considerations, and to produce test-
able quantitative predictions on the assumption of concurrent processes
setting cell division, we formulated and solved a mathematical model
based on this principle (see Materials and methods). In this model,
two size-dependent processes exist. A chromosome process setting ini-
tiation and a cell-related process trying to set division run in parallel, and
division follows the slowest process (as in an AND gate) between com-
pletion of the interdivision process and completion of a C + D′ period
after initiation (Fig. 1D).We note that the available data do not allow us
to make a clear distinction between the different chromosome-related
processes (e.g., DNA replication and segregation). Biologically, cell divi-
sion is limited bynucleoid occlusion (3, 15); hence, a chromosome-aware
cell division process should be limited at least by completion of segrega-
tion. Our minimal description of the chromosome cycle complies with
the classic view and posits that a size-uncoupled C + D period is mini-
mally required to divide after initiation. However, things could be more
complex (16). Future, more detailed, data on cell cycle transitions in
single cells may help to develop more mechanistic models of the deci-
sional process leading to cell division.
We solve the model both analytically and by numerical simulation.
Figure 2 (C and D) shows the predicted patterns of the C + D period
(light blue lines). The model reproduces both correlation patterns
shown in Fig. 2 (A and B). Figure 2C also shows that when replication
is limiting, both slopes are flat (Fig. 2, C andD, orange lines), indicating
that the classic framework is too restrictive. Instead, models, assuming
that replication is never limiting (8), may reproduce the trends in Fig. 2
(AandC), but the slope is quantitatively too strong for the data inFig. 2A.
Specifically, if replication is never limiting, then the size at division Vf
is independent from the size at initiation VI. The growth between ini-
tiation and division (y axis of Fig. 2A) is log(Vf/VI) = log(Vf) − log(VI).
If log(Vf) is independent of VI (because replication is never limiting),Micali et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaau3324 7 November 2018then the slope is equal to−1. The data reside in the intermediate regime,
where competition between the two processes setting cell division is
relevant. While one cannot rule out all possible scenarios, it is possible
to show that availablemodels, assuming that replication-segregation is
always limiting for cell division, fail to reproduce these patterns [see
(17), which provides an extensive technical analysis comparing different
models]. Wallden and coworkers (6) take the growth rate dependence
of the C + D period in Fig. 2B as a basic assumption. However, their
model still fails to reproduce Fig. 2A. Overall, the concurrent processes
assumption explains the patterns for the C + D period naturally from
the conceptually simple assumption of competing time scales between
the different processes that set cell division.
The fact that the model captures the data does not depend on a spe-
cific parameter set but emerges from the hypothesis of concurrent pro-
cesses. This point can be shown by direct analytical estimates of the
patterns in Fig. 2 (see Materials and methods for details). Our model
(see Fig. 1D and Materials and methods) is specified by the two size
control parameters ~lI and ~lH [ranging from 0 (strong control) to
1 (no control)], by the characteristic initiation and division sizesConcurrent
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Fig. 1. The concurrent processes hypothesis. (A) Explanation of the replication-
related cell cycle intervals in E. coli. Replication initiation occurs after a B period,
followed by the C (replication) and D (termination to division) periods, and the B
and C + D periods can be measured in single cells by proxies of replication ini-
tiation (6, 12). (B) Classically, replication-segregation is believed to be rate limiting
for cell division; a recent hypothesis by Harris and Theriot (8) states that the rate-
limiting process might be instead the formation of the septum. (C) Our concurrent
processes hypothesis states that cell division is the result of the slowest between
a cell-related interdivision process (setting division when, e.g., the septum machinery
is ready) and a chromosome-related process (setting division when replication-
segregation is complete). Hence, the circuit is analogous to an AND gate. (D) Scheme
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Fig. 2. A concurrent processes model explains the correlation patterns for
the C + D period. (A) and (B) plot the unexplained patterns for the C + D period.
(A) Cell growth during the C + D period, quantified by the logarithmic ratio be-
tween the final and initial volume (y axis, binned averages), anticorrelates with
cell size at initiation (x axis). The plot is centered by the mean values of the
x- and y-axis variables to compare different datasets. Solid lines are linear fits.
(B) The duration of the C + D period (y axis, binned averages) anticorrelates with
the growth rate of individual cells (x axis), with a near-inverse pattern. (C) The
correlation between size at initiation and growth during the C + D period (A)
attains the observed intermediate slopes (gray shaded area) in the concurrent
processes hypothesis (cyan lines; see Materials and methods for parameters),
but not if one assumes that replication is always (orange line) or never limiting
(purple line) cell division. Solid lines correspond to theoretical predictions, and
the shaded area to the range of slopes allowed by the plots in (A). (D) The anti-
correlation between C + D period duration and growth rate of individual cells (B)
is absent if replication is always bottleneck (orange line). Instead, the concurrent
processes hypothesis captures experimental trends quantitatively [cyan lines
have the same parameters as in (B); see Materials and methods]. Solid lines cor-
respond to theoretical predictions. Data are from (6, 12).2 of 7
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 encoded by the two concurrent processes, and by the intrinsic cell-to-
cell stochasticity of their duration (see Materials and methods). The
values of these parameters affect the probability pH that the interdivision
process is rate limiting, which is the only relevant emergent parameter
of the model. For any parameter set, the plots in Fig. 2 depend on pH
only: They deviate from constancy if replication is not always limiting,
i.e., when pH deviates from 0, and the case of replication never limiting
(pH = 1) appears quantitatively too extreme to fit the data. In the data,
we estimate from the slopes that pH is between 0.25 and 0.75 (see
Materials and methods), well within the parameter region in which
there is actual competition between the two processes. Thus, regard-
less of parameter values and details, only competing time scales effi-
ciently reproduce the data.
We found that similar conclusions apply to other testable predictions
of the model, beyond the C + D period. First, the model predicts that
competition between concurrent processes should affect the relation be-
tween the growth in the B and C + D periods. To test this prediction, we
use the method introduced by Chandler-Brown and coworkers in yeast
(18), comparing growth (measured here by log ratio of final to initial vol-
ume) in the two periods. If replication is never limiting, then fluctuations
in the initiation size make the B period longer and the C + D period
shorter, affecting, in opposite directions, growth in the B and C + D
periods, which become anticorrelated. If replication is always limiting,
then growth in the C + D period should instead be independent from
growth in the B period. Our results show that the concurrent processes
model predicts an intermediate situation between these two, which is
where all the data are found (Fig. 3, A and B). The argument to under-
stand the slopes in Fig. 3B is similar to the one that explains the slope of
Fig. 2A. The growth during C +D, log(Vf/VI) (plotted on the y axis), can
be expressed as the difference of the growth during the whole cycle and
the growth during the B period, log(Vf/VI) = log(Vf/V0) − log(VI/V0). If
replication is never limiting, then log(Vf/V0) is independent of log
(Vf/VI), while log(VI/V0) and log(Vf/VI) are in a linear relation with
slope one. Equivalently, if the size at initiation is irrelevant for the size
at division, then the growth in the B periodmust be anticorrelated (with
slope −1) to the growth in the C + D period. If instead replication is
always limiting, then the growth during the C + D period is un-
coupled to both size at initiation and initial size, hence independent
on log(VI/V0). Second, competition between concurrent processes
should also affect measurable patterns for the interdivision cycle,
where abundant data are available. Motivated from the trend in
Fig. 2B, we focused on the anticorrelation reported between interdi-
vision time and individual cell growth rates (19). Our results (Fig. 3, C
and D) show that the model captures the decreasing trend of this cor-
relation with average growth rate. Once again, rather than the specific
numerical values of the parameters, we find that the data take inter-
mediate values between the two extreme cases of replication always
or never limiting division.DISCUSSION
In E. coli, the average cell size varies across conditions, but the average
size per replication origin at initiation remains nearly constant (20).
This old observation was recently proven to be very robust to perturba-
tions (21, 22). Classically, this observation was interpreted as evidence
for a replication-limited cell division circuit (5, 20). However, since we
have shown that single-cell behavior challenges this interpretation, the
classic view needs to be revisited. In the hypothesis of concurrent pro-
cesses, different processes (e.g., a chromosome cycle and an interdi-Micali et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaau3324 7 November 2018vision cycle) are sometimes the slowest to be completed and set cell
division in a given condition. This also translates into a concurrence
of size scales and can happen if the characteristic division sizes en-
coded by the different processes are similar. However, since mean
cell size per origin is roughly constant across conditions, we can sur-
mise that the division size encoded by the chromosome process has
to grow with population growth rate, along with the number of ori-
gins. If this hypothesis applies, then the size scale of the cell-related
interdivision process also has to grow, or concurrence would be lost
by varying the growth media. In addition, different analyses indicate
that a single size scale governs the whole size distribution across
conditions [a behavior called “scaling” (10, 13, 19)], suggesting either
a matching or a perfect dominance of a single encoded size.
If the two size scales encoded by a chromosome cycle and a cell-
related interdivision cycle are coupled, causation could act in either
(or both) directions, i.e., the characteristic cell size could be caused by
the encoded initiation size per origin, or vice versa (or be the result of a
mutual coupling) (23, 24). Notably, deletion of the nucleoid occlusion
SlmA,which prevents division in the presence of unsegregated chromo-
somes, leaves mean cell size unaffected (3, 15), in line with the idea that
the replication-associated process does not always drive cell division.
The exact causal (and temporal) chain of events might be detectable
by examining single cells under perturbations and during nutrient shift
experiments. Last, if we abandon the long-standing assumption that
replication initiation always drives cell division in E. coli favoring a
scenario of concurrent processes, then we are forced to rethink the reg-
ulatory process linking replication to cell division (23), and alternative
hypotheses should be revisited in data (16, 25).
More generally, following the pioneering views of Boye and
Nordström (23), our findings support a change of perspective on the cellG
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period [see (18)]. (B) This correlation falls in the range where the replication and
interdivision processes compete to set cell division (cyan lines; obtained with the
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The negative correlation of interdivision time with individual cell growth rate
[exemplified for one dataset in (C)] has a decreasing trend with increasing growth
rate, captured by the model (cyan line; pH = 0.25; other parameters were fixed as
in the other figures; see Materials and methods). Cell cycle subperiod data are
from (6, 12). Interdivision cycle data [in (D)] are from (6, 10, 19, 28).3 of 7
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 cycle.We can draw a comparison with the way the cell cycle is described
in animal cells. A prevalent narrative of the cell cycle, particularly for
(higher) eukaryotes, is a succession of well-determined transitions under
a common master clock. However, this paradigm struggles to find the
“final trigger” of cell cycle intervals (26). Instead, in line with our
concurrent processes view, emerging evidence supports the idea that
a key aspect could be the integration of multiple decisions (26, 27).
For example, cell division in higher eukaryotes requires coordination
of the actin cortex and the spindle (27), with required cross-talk be-
tween these two systems that is analogous to the one addressed here.
The concept of concurrent processes on competing time scales can be
important to characterization of cell cycle stages other than division,
as well as the cell cycles of other organisms. We expect that this dif-
ferent perspective will affect future analyses of the coordination of
cell division and other cell cycle stages with metabolic and physio-
logical cues.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data analysis
Figures 2 and 3 (A and C) use data on SeqA foci formation from (6, 12).
The data contain information on cell division, size versus time, and
replication initiation time of single tracked cells. Figure 3D also uses
datasets from (6, 10, 19, 28). The data contain information on cell di-
vision and size versus time of single tracked cells for a total of about
106 cells. The dataset in (6) contains about 400 cells in the slow growth
condition and about 90 pairs of mother-daughter cells in the
intermediate growth condition. The dataset in (12) contains 80 cells.
For the slow growth data in (6) and for (12), cells typically have a singleMicali et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaau3324 7 November 2018DNA replication round during a cell division cycle, and mother-
daughter tracking is not necessary. For the intermediate growth
conditions of (6), cells typically have two overlapping rounds of
DNA replication, and mother-daughter tracking is needed to define
the C + D period, because it spans two cell cycles. The plots in Figs. 2
and 3 show binned averages (where the x-axis variable was subdivided
into bins of equal size); the averages of the y-axis variables were
considered only for bins containing more than five data points.
Mathematical model and analytical predictions
We describe here the mathematical framework for the concurrent pro-
cesses model and the main analytical results (see Fig. 4). We point the
reader with modeling expertise to related work, where a similar
framework was established to study interdivision correlations (13, 14),
and to a relatedmanuscript addressed to a technical audience, where the
same formalism is used for a detailed comparison of the models avail-
able in the literature (17).
Control parameters and their interpretation
Figure 4A shows a list of the variables and control parameters of the
model. To quantify the coupling between size and cell cycle progression
(and growth) for each cell cycle interval X, the model uses the control
parameters ~lX . These parameters range from 0 (size threshold) to
1 (timer, no size control). The value of ~lX can be estimated as the slope
of the plot of final versus initial logarithmic size during the cell cycle
interval. For example, ~lCþD is the slope of the plot of the logarithmic
size at division versus the logarithmic size at initiation. Equivalently,
~lCþD is one minus the slope of the so-called size-growth plot (29)
of relative growth during a cell cycle interval versus the cell size at
the entry of the interval (see Fig. 2, A and C).Chromosome process (interinitiation)
Cell process (interdivision)
Characteristic division size scale of the chromosome process 
Characteristic division size scale of the cell process 
Characteristic initiation size scale (of the chromosome process)
Control parameter of the interdivision process (input)
Control parameter of the interinitiation process (input)
AND
 
 
 
gate
Replication + segregation period
Slope of the plot qfi vs qIi (output)
Logarithmic volume at division set by the chromosome process
Logarithmic volume at division set by the cell process
Size scales of the model
Probability of the cell process to set cell division
Single-cell growth rate
Actual division (logarithmic) size
A B
Moise in the cell/chromosome/division processes
Fig. 4. Parameter definitions and illustration of the concurrent processes model. (A) Definition of size variables and control parameters used in the model.
(B) Implementation of the concurrent process model. Schematic (top) and algorithm (bottom). In the cell process (purple), qi0 sets a desired final size q
i
H, while in the
chromosome process (orange), the initiation size qiI sets both the initiation size q
iþ1
I and a desired final size q
i
R . To set the actual final size q
i
f (blue), the cell and
chromosome process compete through qiH and q
i
R, and the largest desired size (or, equivalently, the slowest process) sets cell division. Once the division size of cycle i,
and hence the size at birth of the cycle i + 1, is set, new size-coupled stochastic division and initiation events are programmed for the next cell cycle.4 of 7
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 In the model, initiation of replication is set by a size-coupled process
acting between consecutive initiations, with a control parameter ~lI, which
describes the strength of the size correction. When ~lI ¼ 1=2, initiation
follows an adder (7), while for ~lI ¼ 0, initiation is triggered by a critical
size (6) (a sizer).The case of overlapping rounds of DNA replication (30)
is described by this model by the assumption that the initiation circuit en-
codes a size in units of replication origins (7). Similarly, division size is set by
a process with control parameter ~lH, which is an adder when ~lH ¼ 1=2.
The qualitative predictions of themodel are very robust to variations
in the actual mechanisms of cell cycle progression, e.g., whether initia-
tion is controlled by a sizer per origin or an adder per origin, or
something else, specified by the parameters ~lI and ~lH in the model.
This point can be shown by direct analytical estimates.
Stochasticity
Stochasticity parameters describe size-independent cell-to-cell variability
in durationof the interdivision and interinitiationprocesses. The “C+D′”
period duration is assumed to be a size-independent Gaussian random
variable with assigned mean and variance (a “timer”). Last, cells are as-
sumed to grow exponentially, and the growth rate is a random variable
with prescribed distribution (e.g., Gaussian).
Formulation of the model
The model (see Fig. 4B) is composed of two concurrent stochastic pro-
cesses: An interdivision process sets a possible division (log) size qH (or
equivalently a division time) as a function of the size at birth, and a chro-
mosome cycle defines the initiation size qI, and thus also indirectly a
concurrent possible division time (and size qR) compatible with the ter-
mination of replication and segregation.
The defining equations of the model are
qiH ¼ q*H þ ~lHdqi1H þ ahi1H
qiI ¼ q*I þ ~lIdqi1I þ ahi1I ð1Þ
where i is a cell cycle index (the cell with index i is a daughter of the cell
with index i− 1), qX = log(VX) are logarithmic sizes, and dqX= qX− 〈qX〉
are fluctuations. The two parameters qH* and qI* set the characteristic
division and initiation size scales of the two concurrent processes. Last,
hX are noises describing cell-to-cell variability (the growth rate a is a ran-
dom variable in our simulations but, for simplicity, will be considered
constant in the following calculations). Equation 1 states that size at di-
vision and size at initiation are corrected by the interdivision and inter-
initiation processes, respectively, with control parameters~lI and~lH (13).
The logarithm of the final size encoded by the replication-related
process in a given cell cycle i, qR, can be expressed as
qiR ¼ qiI þ atCþD′ ð2Þ
which can be rewritten as
qiR ¼ q*R þ dqiI þ ahiR ð3Þ
where
q*R ¼ 〈qR〉 ¼ 〈qI〉 þ atCþD′ ð4Þ
and tCþD′ is the time for the replication-related process to be ready for
cell division.Micali et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaau3324 7 November 2018The concurrent processes condition states that the final size is the
one dictated by the slowest process; hence
qif ¼ max qiH; qiR
  ð5Þ
Mean-field approximation
To compute the effective final size, we rewrite Eq. 5 as
qif ¼ qiHsi þ qiRð1 siÞ ð6Þ
where si is a random variable with values in {0,1}. The probability that
si is 1 depends on q0 and qI. We consider the approximation where
si = 1 with probability pH independently of q0 and qI (but dependently
on their averages 〈q0〉 and 〈qI〉 and noises, see below). We verified that
this approximation (whichwe refer to as “mean-field” approximation)
works very well with simulations in the noise range of empirical data.
pH is the probability that the interdivision process is rate limiting, a
relevant outcome of the model (depending on the parameters), and
is estimated below.
Predictions of the model
In this model, the value parameter ~lCþD is not an input but the result
of the interplay between the concurrent processes. It is measured by
the slope of Fig. 2 (A and C) or equivalently by the covariance
dqif dq
i
I
  ¼: ~lCþDs2qI ð7Þ
where s2qI is the variance of the logarithmic initiation size. The
equivalence between these two definitions is explained as follows.
Figure 2 (A and C) implies the condition dqif ¼ ~lCþDdqiI þ xiCþD
(where xC+D is an effective noise term characterizing the cell-to-cell
variability). Computing the covariance between the two fluctuations
leads to Eq. 7.
Some algebra on the combination of Eqs. 1, 6, and 7, leads to the
equation
~lCþD ¼ 1 pH
1 pH~lH~lI
ð8Þ
The ratio in the right-hand side of Eq. 8 is strictly 1 when pH= 0 (i.e.,
replication is always rate limiting) and strictly 0 when pH = 1 (i.e., rep-
lication is never limiting). Instead, intermediate values of this ratio can
only be attained for intermediate values of pH formany combinations of
the other parameters. Note that Eq. 8, given ~lH and ~lI, allows us to
directly estimate pH. In the data, since empirically ~lH≈ 1=2, we esti-
mate that pH≈ 0.24 to 0.69 for a sizer at initiation (~lI≈ 0) and pH≈ 0.3
to 0.75 for an adder between initiations (~lI≈ 1=2).
Let us now consider the pattern in Fig. 2B. When replication sets
division (with probability 1 − pH), the mean initiation volume 〈VI〉 dic-
tates the duration of the C +Dperiod (which corresponds to the C +D′
period) independently on the growth rate; when replication is not the
bottleneck (with probability pH), the final size will be initiation
independent and encoded by the interdivision process 〈VH〉, and for a
fixed growth rate a, the duration of the C + D period will be propor-
tional to (1/a)(〈qH〉 − 〈qI〉) =: c/a, where c is roughly the log ratio of the
sizes encoded by the two processes c ≈ log(〈VH〉/〈VI〉) [assuming that5 of 7
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 log(〈VX〉) ≈ 〈qX〉, which is valid for small noise (7, 13)]. The effective
duration of the C + D periods is estimated as
〈tCþDja〉≃ ð1 pHÞ〈tCþD′〉 þ pH
c
a
ð9Þ
Equation 9 is approximate because, at the fixed single-cell growth
rate, the probability that the interdivision sets division varies compared
to pH (which is its average value).
Equation 9 predicts that the duration of the period is a sumbetween
a constant and an inverse relationship with the single-cell growth rate.
The assumption that replication limits division can only predict the con-
stant part, at odds with the data. Conversely, Fig. 2 shows how the data
are in line with the predictions of the concurrent processes model.
Equation 9 contains 〈qH〉 and 〈tCþD′〉, neither of which is directly
accessible from experiments. We could turn it in an expression con-
taining the final (log) size 〈qf〉, which is measured directly in exper-
iments. Equation 6, under the mean-field approximation described
above, gives
〈qf 〉 ¼ pH 〈qH〉 þ ð1 pHÞð〈qI〉 þ 〈a〉〈tCþD′〉Þ ð10Þ
where we have used independence of C + D′ duration. Substituting this
expression in Eq. 9, yields
〈tCþDja〉≃ ð1 pHÞ〈tCþD′〉 1
〈a〉
a
 
þ 〈qf 〉  〈qI〉
a
ð11Þ
which can be solved for the only unknown parameter, the product
ð1 pHÞ〈tCþD′〉to estimate its value from the data, leaving no adjust-
able parameters for the predictions shown in Fig. 2D.
Model parameters
We discuss here the values of the model parameters used in the plots
and how they were fixed. The cyan lines in Fig. 2C represent theoretical
predictions and have a negative slope corresponding to Eq. 8 with
pH = 0.48, 0.3, and 0.75 for an adder between initiations (see below),
respectively, for the Wallden et al. slow growth, Adiciptaningrum et al.,
and Wallden et al. intermediate growth datasets (6, 12). These values
were fixed from Fig. 2A and Eq. 8. The same values of pH are used
in all other plots. In Fig. 2D, the orange lines are the best fit for the
case where replication is limiting [corresponding to the model of
(7)]. The average duration of the C +Dperiod is set from the empirical
averages to 160, 102, and 75 min for the Wallden et al. slow growth,
Adiciptaningrum et al., andWallden et al. intermediate growthdatasets,
respectively. Cyan curves follow Eq. 9 with pH fixed as above, and 〈tCþD′〉
was fixed fromEq. 11 to the following values: 49min (Wallden et al. slow
growth), 52 min (Adiciptaningrum et al.), and 41 min (Wallden et al.
intermediate growth).
Figure 3 (B andD) shows the result of numerical simulations, where
the parameters were constrained from the data. The plots in Fig. 2 fix
the values of pH and 〈tCþD′〉 for the three datasets in Fig. 3B, while Fig.
3D corresponds to a wide range of growth conditions and required
more general choices. Specifically, the numerical simulations use the
following input parameters, directly fixed from the data: (i and ii)
The average growth rate 〈a〉 and its variance s2a. In Fig. 3D, the average
growth rates range from 0.002 to 0.04 min−1 to match the experimentalMicali et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaau3324 7 November 2018values. The variance of the growth rate was chosen by keeping a con-
stant coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.15. The growth rate was a normal
or log-normal randomvariable (the two choices do not affect the results,
see below), extracted independently for every cell cycle. (iii and iv) The
average added volume per origin between consecutive initiations 〈nI〉
and its variance s2nI . The average added volume per origin was fixed
to 0.45 mm3 asmeasured in (6), and the variance was fixed to a constant
CV of 0.15. The added volume between consecutive initiations was as-
sumed to be log-normally distributed (and extracted independently for
every cell cycle). (v and vi) The average time needed for replication and
segregation (theC+D′period) 〈tCþD′〉 and its variance s2tCþD′. In Fig. 3D,
the average duration of the C + D′ period was set to 45 min indepen-
dently from the average growth rate, and its CV was maintained con-
stant and equal to 0.2 for the simulations corresponding to replication
always limiting (orange lines) and concurrent processes (cyan lines).
The average duration of the C + D′ period was set to 0 for the simula-
tions where replication is never limiting (purple lines). tCþD′ was as-
sumed to be a normal random variable (extracted independently for
every cell cycle). Note that the average added volume per origin between
consecutive initiations, the average growth rate, and the average C + D′
duration set the characteristic division size of the interinitiation process,
q*R≈ 〈logðnIÞ〉 þ 〈tCþD′〉〈a〉. (vii and viii) The average interdivision
added volume 〈DH〉 and its variance s2DH. Note that 〈DH〉 sets the
characteristic size of the interdivision process qH. In Fig. 3B, 〈DH〉 was
fixed to achieve the same values of pH as in Fig. 2 (B and D). In Fig. 3D,
the interdivision added volume was fixed so that for the case of concur-
rent cycles, the replication-related process and the interdivision process
would compete to set division in the same way across all conditions.
Specifically, we chose 〈DH〉 = 〈nI〉 exp(45 min ⋅ 〈a〉) for the case of con-
current processes (Fig. 3D, cyan line). The case where replication is never
limiting (purple line) was simulated by assuming the same 〈DH〉 but
setting tCþD′ to zero. Last, we set 〈DH〉 = 0 to simulate the case of replica-
tion always limiting (orange line). With these choices, pH ≈ 0 for the
replication always limiting case (Fig. 3D, orange line), pH≈ 0.6 for con-
current cycles (cyan line), and pH ≈ 1 for the replication never limiting
models (purple line). The variance s2DH was set to a constant CV of 0.15
over the different growth conditions. The interdivision volume was as-
sumed to be a log-normally distributed random variable as above.
We chose to present the data with ~lI ¼ ~lH ¼ 1=2 (adder) simula-
tions, but we explored other values of these parameters, and in par-
ticular ~lI ¼ 0 and ~lH ¼ 1=2, initiation triggered at fixed size per
origin, finding very robust results. In addition, while Fig. 3 follows
a specific set of parameters, we explored systematically in simulations
different characteristic sizes and noise levels for the two processes. For
instance, as mentioned above, the simulations for Gaussian-distributed
growth rate, interdivision volume, and added volume per origin be-
tween consecutive initiations show no substantial differences in the
trends shown in Fig. 3 (data not shown).REFERENCES AND NOTES
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